


CASTING A GEWZINE UPON THE WATERS: ALGOL will be noing through FAPA this issue as a 
postmailing to the Noveirber/137th mailing. Why 

a postmailing and not part of the actual mailing? Mainly because about 25 members 
of FAPA are due to get the magazine anyway, as contributors, traders or loc'ers, and 
sending about two doaen copies of the magazine out twice is a little self-defeating. 
It’s only because so many members will be getting ALGOL anyway that I'm comnletina 
the picture ands sending it to those who ordinarily wouldn't get it.

I suspect that the list of members will have altered quite a bit between the FA re
cording the membership in August and the new one for November. Greo Shaw told me 
he's been invited to join (and plans to send METANOIA through FAPA also) and as of 
August he was #4 on the waitlist. I know of three memberships lost: Lucoff, Coulson, 
and Jon White. Jon, to put it bluntly, was never much of a member; but Dick Lunoff 
was a Good Person (in many senses of the term) and the Coulsons were heavy influen
ces on FAPA plus the rest of fandom (of course they'll still be active with YANDRO; 
but no longer active in our corner of the microcosm).

The following people are those who wouldn't ordinarily get ALGOL and who should Do 
Something if they want to continue to get it:

Lon Atkins; Len Failes; Carl Brandon; Gregg Calkins; Ed Cox; Mike Deckinoer; Howard 
DeVore; Gordon Eklund; Dick Ellington; Richard Harris Enye; Bill Evans; Don Fitch; 
Dian Girard; Dean A. Grennell; Chuck Hansen; Rosemary Hickey; Dave Hulan; Bob Leman; 
Howard Lyons; Fam Martinez; Len & June Moffatt; Fred Patten; Bob & Peggy Pavlat; Bruce 
Pelz; Elmer Perdue; Joe Sanders; Dick Schultz; Rick Sneary; Jack Speer; Charles Wells; 
Helen Wesson; Stan Woolston; Paul Wyszkowski; Mats Linder; Banks Mebane.

I’m not opposed to people sending in their $3.00 for 4 issues, if you must; ghod 
knows with more subscriptions I could afford something closer to a twice yearly nub- 
lishing schedule (as it is — gosharootie — there’s only a 10 month interval ’tween 
this and the last issue). But letters and articles and artwork (Dian?) are always 
appreciated.

IF ATIANTA SANK INTO THE SEA JERRY PAGE WOULD BE ALL WET: Actually this title doesn't 
mean anything but it soun

ded kind of nice in the making up. What I really wanted to say was:

IF I WANTED TO MOVE TO BOSTON IT’D BECOME A DISASTER AREA: Shortly after announcing 
what a nice place Toronto 

would be to move to several things happened. First, Tricky Dick announced the wage/ 
price freeze (as we've had a wage freeze at QFF for over a year now this hurt); then 
the 10% surcharge. I’m sure Boyd would be the first one to tell you that contrary to 
what you read in the papers, Canada is the US’s largest trading nartr.er (more than 
doubls the exports to the US than Japan) and this surcharge Really Hurt. Couple this 
with the 7% "buy American" policy and you've got a 17%> price disadvantage for Can
adian machinery being sold on the US market. All of which has produced a 7.1% unem
ployment rate for Canada as a whole (up to over 9% in Quebec alone) and a pretty bad 
time to look for a job. Coupled with that is the folding of Canada's 3rd largest 
paper, the TORONTO TELEGRAM, throwing 1200 people out of work doing what I do, and 
tiie emergence of a Buy Canadian/Canada For Canadians/Of f the USA attitude, and 
sc much for my plans to leave these sunny climes for the storm tossed shores of Lake 
Ontario. But I still want to leave, and intend to do so some day, maybe even Soon.



THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH EDWARD HACNA-liARA [Concluded]: "You mean you're not Rob
ert MacNamara, formerly

Secretary of Defense of tne United States of America?" the puzzled arachnid asked.

"No, you dumb-ass thing, I’m Edward. MacNamara, Trenton sales ren for Jeno’s Pizza 
and Mafia Cookies Corporation!" The enraged captive responded.

"Well, then," the nonplussed alien spider said, "pardon our mistake." And with those 
words it leaned over and bit Edwaad MacNamara's head off, spitting out the messy seo- 
arant. "Next time, Yngvia, make sure you get the right MacNamara," it hissed in ar
achnoid to one of the shadowy figures behind it, lit by the glow from the mysterious 
panel.”
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TETTERS FROM FABULOUS FANS OF YESTERYEAR:

Dear Andy Porter,

Well that mkx sure was some shitpisscuntfuckin' surprise. My first question was, did 
I really write that crap? That was 11 years ago and it’s stuff like that that got me 
to be Best New Fan of 1959 — so now you know the secret. But really, my big Forte 
(pronounced Fort) in those days was doing fannish parodies — things like taking Ker
ouac’s ON THE ROM and changing all the names in it to those of fans (are they still 
called "fen"?)

What;s fandom all about these days? Is it still filled with GM Carrs, Betty Kujawas, 
Ted Waite, the N3F (ghod, I’m scaring myself, these names are all suddenly pooping 
into my head.) What about Harry Warner, Walter Breen, and indeed what ever happened 
to Boyd Raeburn. Think he’ll ever come out with another issue of A Bas?

Thanks for sending me your fanzine. You can tell your Fapa friends that they’ll get, 
at least, a hearty handshake from me if they ever come to Montreal. No I haven’t 
forgotten that "A fan in need is a fan indeed" — there are some thinas that settle 
in yuur brain like puke on suede.

Las Nirenberg/3796 Girouard Avenue /Montreal 250, Cuebec/Canada

AUNTIE EMCEES ALL: The August/135th Mailing

THE RAMBLING FAP 55 Remind ma to correct all sorts of typoes this issue, like mis
Galkins spelling your name, for one. Reusing things brings up old ditto

masters, particularly color ones, which I use until all poss
ible spaces have been filled (or emptied) with headings and artwork. I’m still working 
on red ar.d blue masters from 19S5; haven’t bought a new red one in 4 or so years. Your 
comments as usual very enjoyable but few comment hooks right n<M for ma.

HORIZONS 127 Good to see you at Ncraascon, Harry? Tony Lewis told me that if you suf- 
Warner fared any soirt of relapse (maybe felt the urge to publish a one shot) he 

had th® services of a hotel doctor, and you would have been wheeled into 
the banquet under restraint, if necessary. And a pleasant FAPA meeting beside toe 
pool, too. But I didn’t get to see you or talk with you as much as Id have liked. Haw



about the half minute I saw you at NYCon and then you'd vanished back to Hagerstown? 
'i’ony told me that the committee has been listening to the tapes of all the panels 
and speeches and may ba the first concomm in history to attend a Worldcon — their 
own — in perfect leisure and comfort.

For obvious reasons I haven’t commented on the Affair Moskowitz. If I did I might 
be dummying up the January issue of Quick Frozen Foods and find myself lying on the 
floor being torn limb from limb by SaM's schnauzer... as it was I found myself on the 
floor at the con, a victim of Sail's lightning-qiiick left-right attack pattern.

My secret aae-in-the-hole is the possibility I'd turn over that infamous photo of 
Sall showing off his SF shorts (SoLaCon, wasn’t it?) to the company newspaper; if I 
did I might not live long but Sail'd have to move and change his name to Morrison, I 
betcha.

HORIB 16 And so another trufan and Fapan bites the dust. Other than book reviews 
Dick Lupoff in ALGOL I suspect Dick will have little contact with fandom. But at 

least his book reviews are Good and written Well, and may even get some 
response (I've already got a 3 page LoC on the new ALGOL and it isn't even published 
yet!) and egoboo. Which is certainly something that it's hard to get in Fana.

zSEn #12 I've really enjoyed the Deindorfer cartoons in zEEn in the last half
Earl Evers dozen issues, and Dan Goodman's trip-report ranks v?ith the best of them;

it gives a very clear feeling to each scene and place, using a minimum of 
wording to convey the greatest descriptive sense. I forget how long ago it was, but 
sometime around the beginning of the 1960's I put a notice up in "Ies Deux Megots" 
which has since gone through several incarnations and was, last I saw, "The Paradox," 
a macrobiotic food restaurant, asking people interested in SF to contact me. I know 
it was before I'd gotten into fandom. And the only one who ever contacted me was 
Dan Goodman; but a gcod contact, and nice to know I'd gotten someone else into fandom.

A PROPOS DE RIEN 136 The antwerp subway is being segregated from the streetcars in 
Jim Caughran that the streetcars are on the street and the subway is in the

sub-basement. Fustasch? Remind yourself to contact fannish types 
while you're in Toronto. I'd told Mike £ Susan Glicksohn you'd be teaching at U of T 
and they hoped you'd be contacting them.

DYNATRON #46 Anent your comment about instant deadwood my mind brings up Lon Atkins. 
Tackett Or did I comment about this last mailing? But anyone who can say, uWow, 

here I am in FAPA; I should have soma stuff to say if I stick to 0 pages 
a yeara and then proceed to turn out 9 pages of a chess match Get To Me. Better Lon 
would read a few issues of CLARGES and try to recall the old Lon Atkins spirit we re
call from the dim days of 1966...

SERCON'S BANE #49 "Bout your comments of scooting down the coast for the WesterCon 
FM Busby (and fine to see you, however, briefly, at Noreascon) the one

way cost of flying to LA for the LACon is $150.00; but Montreal or 
Toronto to Vancouver by Canadian National is only $63/$61 one way. Looks like, should 
I still be in New York come next summer, I'd go up to Montreal and take the train to 
Vancouver, then down the coast (maybe also by train to LA) and into Los Angeles. And 
fly back to New York, or share a ride if it didn't take too long. But Los Angeles 
would either be first or last stop (I could do it the other way ’round) on the itin-



erary. Reason it’s so cheap is that it’s subsidized by the Canadian Govt in order 
to tie to nation together and nrrmcte train travel. One train a day in each direct
ion, East and West. And, Norm, as you said there’s no train from Ottawa to Boston, 
might be a fine and fannish way to travel to a Worldcon. Pretty cheap, too. (So 
far a couple of people in NYC have expressed some interest; we micrht have somethina 
going for us.)

Australian SF Monthly Onceagin, John Bangsund's brilliant dreams of glorious pub- 
John Bangdund lications are shot down in flames. John's fault, if it is

one, is that his creams are so real to him that he tries to 
realize them, and doesn't realize that no one else has enough courage to help him 
realize t his ambitions (ani dreams, if you will), which is why all his most ambit
ious plans fail. My trouble is that I also have glorious plans but am just a little 
bit more lazy than John and so my glorious dreams never reach beyond the planning 
stage (except ALGOL and a few other things). I suspect that if John ever gets back
ing for at least one of his ideas he'll become the biggest thing in Australian nub- 
loshing since Paul Hamlyn.

THE NEHWON REVIEW Remind me to hit you over the head with my Teflon griddle, poo 
Redd Boggs you into my comingware pot and melt you in my microwave oven.

Of course, I'll offer you some amusement while doing so: I’ll let 
you listen to my portable rqdio, and if you suffer* a heart attack I'll give you an 
artificial heart (and two shovels-full of typoes, too). The type is justified, but 
hardly the language set in it. But I got into SF through an interest in the snace 
program, so I'm prejudiced. On the other hand, thanks for the clinninas of choo-choo 
activities in your neighborhood. Never did answer that question about your agentina 
for Ethel Lindsay, though...

& ft & ft ft
I hadn't planned a Fapazine for this mailing, but 3m it sort of grew. Especially 
as I didn't want to miss a mailing and so felt I had to have something in the mail
ing (even if I am too lazy to dig out the italic pitch and use it instead of under
lining) . Regardless of my laziness, I hope you'll all try to respond to ALGOL even 
if it's just a poctsarcd. Remember, if you can, the glorious days when your names 
were mentioned in fanzines (it was called egoboo, boys and girls) in the lettered; 
if you'd like to capture a bit of that Old Time Feeling, then for ghu's sake respond.

TWENTIETH CENTURY UNLIMITED [4]: FAPA 137 is published by Andy Porter, 55 Pineannle 
Street, Brooklyn NY 11201 (Bundles to P.O.Box 4175, New York NY 10017). Cover illo 
by C. Ross Chamberlain. Dcompublication 8352, 31 October 1971. Entire contents copy
right (C) 1971 by Andrew Porter; all rights reserved. P.C. Once More For 1974!!!
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